Republic of the Philippines

DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical and Astronomical Services
Administration (PAGASA)
06 July 2022
SUPPLEMENTAL / BID BULLETIN
Addendum No. 2022-019-01
Subject: Supply, Delivery, Installation and Testing of ICT Equipment for in-house Development of the
Research and Development Information Systems / PR No.2022-05-0369
This Bid Bulletin is being issued to all prospective bidders to clarify, amend and/or modify certain provisions in the
Bidding Documents and to answer the written clarificatory questions submitted by prospective bidders to wit:
Question(s)
LOT A: Item 2 -High End Laptop
Line a - would like to request to relax this to at least
15.6-inch FHD display? Since the screen size
15.6-inch is traditionally FHD
Line c - Would you consider a Quadro equivalent?
Quadro graphics are built for commercial tasks like
modeling and rendering which they handle better
than most consumer graphics.
Line f - Would you consider relaxing the color
option to manufacturer standard since these differ
per brand
LOT A: Item 3 – Semi High-End Laptop
Line a - would you consider something equivalent
in terms of Cores, Cache, and frequency?

PAGASA BAC Answer(s)
Line a, c and f
The specifications set by the end-user unit of the
Project represents the minimum technical
specifications. Thus, interested bidders may be allowed
to alternative offer that is compliant and responsive to
the specific requirements of the Project.

The specifications set by the end-user unit of the
Project represents the minimum technical
specifications. Thus, interested bidders may be
allowed to alternative offer that is compliant and
responsive to the specific requirements of the Project.

LOT C: Item 1 -Desktop Computer
Line a - would you consider an Intel Counterpart?
Line d - would you consider a Quadro graphics
counterpart?
Line g - Would you consider relaxing to Generic
high-definition Audio instead? Since this differs per
brand.

Line a, d and g

LOT D 14” Laptop
Line a - would you consider an Intel Counterpart?

Line a, d, f, g, h and l

The specifications set by the end-user unit of the
Project represents the minimum technical
specifications. Thus, interested bidders may be
allowed to alternative offer that is compliant and
responsive to the specific requirements of the Project.

The specifications set by the end-user unit of the
Project represents the minimum technical
Line d - would a non-soldered memory be specifications. Thus, interested bidders may be
acceptable?
allowed to alternative offer that is compliant and
responsive to the specific requirements of the Project.
Line f - would you consider relaxing to integrated
graphics instead? Since per checking this is the
integrated graphics for AMD CPUs.
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Line g - would like to request to relax to 250 nits.
Rest assured that the brightness would still be
vibrant for indoor
Line h - Would like to request to relax to just 3-cell
battery. Since the battery life would be dependent
on the use time of the device.
Line I - Would you consider a wireless mouse from
the same brand as the laptop?

This shall form an integral part of the Bid Documents.
For guidance and information of all participating bidders.
(Sgd.) BONIFACIO G. PAJUELAS, Ph.D.
Chairperson, PAGASA-BAC
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